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Just as the European air travel market was working its way 
towards some kind of relatively stable scenario for winter, with 
some guarded optimism as to what summer 2022 might 
deliver, along came the Omicron variant. With new COVID 
cases rising sharply in some parts of Europe (notably the UK), 
several countries (such as the Germany, the Netherlands and 
the UK), have started implementing new restrictions on their 
citizens in the run-up to Christmas. 

The rapid rise in identified cases in the UK has already resulted 
in both France and Germany implementing virtual travel bans 
on visitors from the UK. No one can predict how this might pan 
out in the coming weeks, especially with the increased social 
interactions associated with Christmas and New Year. 

Meanwhile, booster vaccinations are being rolled out in many 
parts of Europe, with a recognition that Omicron is unlikely to 
be the last COVID variant, and that ways must be found for 
society to continue to function on a more predictable basis, 
rather than be held hostage by every new strain of COVID that 
may be identified. 

Almost 200 new routes in Europe in December 

Despite all these concerns, it may come 
as a surprise to realise that airlines are 
likely to have launched almost 200 new 
routes across Europe in December, with 
North America also experiencing a surge 
in new airline offerings in the run-up to 
the holiday season. 

Many of these new routes are targeting 
consumers keen for a winter break, 
either on the ski slopes of Europe, or 
finding somewhere warm and sunny to 
escape to, as the hours of daylight get 
ever shorter in the northern 
hemisphere. Some of these routes only 
operate a few times over Christmas and 
New Year. 

Eurocontrol shows no drop off (yet) 

Analysis of the latest air traffic 
movement data from Eurocontrol for 
December suggests that most airlines 

are continuing to operate the flights they planned and people 
who have booked Christmas vacations for a family will be 
reluctant to give them up, unless the chances of them not being 
able/allowed to return increases significantly. However, with 
the Christmas/New Year period being the one part of the 
winter season when European airlines have a chance of making 
some money, the latest uncertainty can only cause further 
sleepless nights for the carrier’s accountants. 

2022: impossible to predict 

What seems inevitable is that the pace of recovery will 
continue to vary by country, depending on local travel 
restrictions and the size of the less vulnerable domestic market. 
This is why Russia, Turkey, the US and to a smaller extent Spain, 
have performed better than the likes of the UK, Germany and 
France.  

Airlines with pan-European networks, who can shift capacity 
around more easily (such as Ryanair and Wizz Air) seem likely 
to be better equipped to withstand the unpredictability of the 
market, than those legacy carriers whose home markets are 
most constrained by governments who see restricting 
international air travel as a positive healthy and ‘green’ policy. 

Omicron variant leaves aviation facing 
even more uncertainty in ‘22 planning 
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Welcome 

Dear reader, 

It has been my pleasure to produce 74 
issues of The ANKER Report since 
September 2017. The commercial 
aviation industry is never dull and the 
arrival of COVID has made the last 
couple of years even more challenging 
but also fascinating to study. 

As many of you will have noticed, The 
ANKER Report has, since May of this 
year, also been producing daily on-line 
content, on both the European and 
North American markets, for 
www.airserviceone.com. This has 
allowed me to provide more timely 
analysis on topical issues. As a result, 
to avoid duplication, I will no longer be 
producing my monthly, free pdf. 

I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank all the advertisers who helped 
make The ANKER Report a viable 
business. Many of them are already 
helping to make Air Service One the 
best website for dedicated data-driven 
content regarding route developments 
in Europe and North America. Cheers! 

Ralph Anker  
(ralph@anker-report.com) 
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Having basically abandoned its second London hub at 
Gatwick at the start of the pandemic, British Airways 
(BA) has announced that it will be resuming short-haul 
services from the airport next summer, but only after 
negotiating new deals with unions to drive down costs. 
This will, hopefully, make the UK flag-carrier more 
competitive with easyJet, which has been the leading 
carrier at the airport since 2008. 

Last summer, BA transferred some of its Gatwick routes 
to Heathrow, leaving just a handful of long-haul services 
operating from the airport. These were mostly to 
destinations in the Caribbean, Mauritius and Mexico. 
This winter has seen the further resumption of long-haul 
routes to Barbados, Costa Rica (San Jose), the Dominican 
Republic (Punta Cana) and the US (Orlando from 19 
November and Tampa from 15 November), as well as 
taking over the Doha route from fellow oneworld carrier 
Qatar Airways on 9 December, and resuming daily 
domestic flights to Glasgow on 24 September. 

Long-haul routes dominated ASK rankings in S19 

BA has always offered a range of long-haul services from 
Gatwick and figures for August 2019 show that in terms 
of ASKs (Available Seat Kilometres), 13 of the airline’s 
top 15 routes at the airport were long-haul services. 
These included five US routes (shown in blue), five to the 
Caribbean (shown in green) as well as Cancun (Mexico), 
Lima (Peru) and Mauritius. The only two European 
routes to make the top 15 were Faro and Malaga. 

35 short-haul routes announced 

BA has so far announced 35 European (and North 
African) international routes that will operate from 
Gatwick next summer. All routes are set to launch 
between 29 March and 4 May 2022. They are spread 
across 12 countries. 

• Croatia: Dubrovnik 

• Cyprus: Larnaca, Paphos 

• France: Bordeaux, Nice 

• Germany: Berlin 

• Greece: Athens, Heraklion, Kos, Rhodes, Santorini, 
Thessaloniki 

• Italy: Bari, Cagliari, Catania, Milan MXP, Turin, Venice 

VCE, Verona 

• Malta: Malta 

• Morocco: Marrakech 

• Netherlands: Amsterdam 

• Portugal: Faro 

• Spain: Alicante, Gran Canaria, Ibiza, Lanzarote, 
Madrid, Malaga, Menorca, Palma de Mallorca, Seville, 
Tenerife TFS 

• Turkey: Antalya and Dalaman 

The only destinations not previously served by BA from 
Gatwick (in S19) are Berlin, Milan MXP and Santorini. BA 
had launched daily flights to Milan BGY in September 
2019, but it seems to have decided to redirect the Milan 
service to Malpensa for next summer.  

12 short-haul destinations not resuming 

Compared with August 2019, the following short-haul 
destinations have not been reintroduced from Gatwick: 

• Albania: Tirana 

• Algeria: Algiers 

• Austria: Salzburg 

• France: Limoges 

• Gibraltar: Gibraltar 

• Italy: Genoa, Naples, Rome FCO 

• Portugal: Funchal, Porto 

• Spain: Almeria, Bilbao 

However, of these, Gibraltar was served by BA from 
London LCY and London LHR this summer, while Funchal, 
Naples, Rome FCO and Tirana were served from 
Heathrow.  

Of the remaining destinations, Algiers, Bilbao, Porto and 
Salzburg are being served by BA from Heathrow this 
winter. Limoges is set to be a new route for BA from 

Southampton starting next May, which just leaves 
Almeria and Genoa as currently unserved by BA, either 
now or next summer. Almeria is served by easyJet from 
Gatwick, while Genoa is served by Ryanair from 
Stansted. 

easyJet likely to compete on all 35 routes 

Of the 35 routes announced, easyJet was operating 33 of 
them in August 2021. The airline’s Seville service 
resumed in September, while Dalaman flights, which did 
operate in S20 but not S21, are set to resume at the start 
of S22. As a result, it seems that BA will be competing 
with easyJet on all of its European routes next summer.  

As if that were not enough, TUI Airways is also likely to 
be offering flights to many of the same destinations, 
while Ryanair serves Alicante and Malaga, and Wizz Air 
serves Athens, Lanzarote, Malaga, Malta and Tenerife 
TFS. Additional carriers may also be competing on one or 
more routes. 

What they said 

Sean Doyle, British Airways’ Chairman and CEO, said (on 
14 December): “Today is a landmark moment for British 
Airways. The creation of a new British Airways short-haul 
organisation means Gatwick customers will benefit from 
access to a premium service from the UK’s flag carrier at 
competitive prices. We are looking forward to bringing a 
short-haul network back to Gatwick, with a fantastic 

flying team in place, to serve our customers from 
London’s second hub airport, which we feel sure will be 
a success.” 

Stewart Wingate, CEO, Gatwick Airport, said: “This 
significant news will be very welcome for many people 
connected to the airport.  Despite the ongoing public 
health situation, today’s announcement is a positive 
signal that consumer confidence is returning as people 
start thinking about making travel plans for next 
summer. Given the difficult period we have all just been 
through, we expect BA’s new and extensive network of 
services from Gatwick to destinations across Europe to 
be in high demand and our staff, retailers, restaurants, 
cafes and bars are all looking forward to welcoming BA 
passengers back in larger numbers from April next year.” 

Up to 18 aircraft by the end of May 

BA has indicated that it will launch the base with three 
Airbus aircraft at the end of March. By the end of May it 
expects to have 18 of the type stationed at the airport. 
The new services will initially be operated by British 
Airways, but by Autumn 2022 the organisation will be 
managed separately under the company trading name 
‘BA Euroflyer’, consistent with its sister subsidiary ‘BA 
CityFlyer’.  

It will be interesting to see how successful the airline is 
at welcoming back previous customers to its Gatwick 
operation, or enticing new customers to try it. 

British Airways reveals plans to take on easyJet at London Gatwick 
next summer after two-year hiatus; 35 routes announced so far 
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Ryanair has revealed that Funchal will become a new 
base, with two aircraft based at the Portuguese airport 
from the end of March 2022. The airport, which is 
located on the island of Madeira, is often referred to as 
Madeira Airport. Madeira is located around 400 
kilometres north of the Canary Islands and 500 
kilometres west of Morocco. The airport was renamed in 
2016 in honour of footballing legend Cristiano Ronaldo, 
although the airport’s official website no longer appears 
to make any reference to this. 

3.2 million annual passengers pre-pandemic 

Annual passenger numbers at the airport were between 
2.2 and 2.5 million from 2007 to 2014. There was then a 
period of growth which saw demand reach 3.2 million in 
2017. The following two years saw very similar 
passenger numbers. The growth between 2014 and 2017 
was driven by increased service from a range of mostly 
leisure carriers, including easyJet, Jet2.com, Transavia 
and TUIfly. 

Although popular as a holiday destination, the island’s 
location means that there are year-round leisure flights 
to the island as well as year-round domestic services to 
the Portuguese mainland. The airport’s traffic recovery 
has been impressive in 2021, with August and 
September demand only just below 2019 levels, and 
October data showing a 1% increase compared with two 
years ago.  

Ryanair base with 10 routes 

Evidently this recovery has helped persuade Ryanair to 
base two of its new 737 MAX 8-200s at the airport next 
summer and launch 10 routes. Ryanair has never 
previously operated scheduled flights to Madeira. 

The 10 routes announced will generate a total of 42 
weekly departures. The 2-daily Lisbon route will be flown 
using aircraft based in Lisbon, leaving 28 weekly 
frequencies to be operated by Funchal-based aircraft. 
That works out neatly at two rotations per day, every 
day of the week for both aircraft. Normally, (U)LCCs 
would try and get three rotations per day out of an 
aircraft, but the airport’s remoteness and the sector 
lengths involved make this impossible. 

The 10 routes announced, their weekly frequency and 
which carriers were operating to the same cities this 
summer are summarised below: 

• Brussels CRL: 2-weekly (TUI fly Belgium 2-weekly to 
BRU) 

• Dublin: 2-weekly 

• Lisbon: 14-weekly (TAP Portugal 35-weekly, easyJet 29
-weekly) 

• London STN: 6-weekly (Jet2.com 2-weekly to STN, 
British Airways 8-weekly to LHR, easyJet 8-weekly to 
LGW, TUI Airways 2-weekly to LGW and Wizz Air 2-
weekly to LTN) 

• Manchester: 3-weekly (Jet2.com 3-weekly, easyJet 2-
weekly and TUI Airways 2-weekly). Since Ronaldo 
currently plays for Manchester United, this means he 
will have a choice of four airlines next summer to visit 
the place of his birth! 

• Marseille: 2-weekly 

• Milan BGY: 2-weekly 

• Nuremberg: 2-weekly 

• Paris BVA: 2-weekly (Transavia 4-weekly to Paris ORY) 

• Porto: 7-weekly (easyJet, TAP Portugal and Transavia 
all 14-weekly) 

Dublin was served briefly by Aer Lingus in W07/08, with 
SATA operating the route from S09 to S13. Nuremberg 
was served by airberlin for many years until March 2017, 
with Germania then operating the route from November 
2016 until February 2019. On 7 November, Corendon 
Airlines started a weekly (Sunday) service between 
Nuremberg and Funchal, with the service expected to 
continue into S22. 

Marseille was served briefly by Volotea for three months 
in the second quarter of 2018. Italy appears to be 
something of a non-existent market in recent years for 
Funchal scheduled services, making Ryanair’s Bergamo 
route of particular note. Therefore, Ryanair’s 10 new 
routes will be offering new service to just three new 
cities; Dublin, Marseille and Milan. 

easyJet and TAP Portugal are leading carriers 

Analysing schedule data for August 2021 and August 
2019 reveals that easyJet was the leading airline during 
the peak summer month with 56 weekly flights, ahead of 
TAP Portugal with 49. Some way behind comes Binter 
Canarias (18), Transavia (17) and Jet2.com (14). easyJet 
offered six routes this summer, two to Portugal (Lisbon 
and Porto), three to the UK (Bristol, London LGW and 
Manchester), and one to Germany (Berlin). The latter 
was launched in November 2019 from Tegel.  

TAP Portugal offers just the two domestic routes to 
Lisbon and Porto. Neither easyJet nor TAP Portugal are 
likely to be thrilled by the imminent arrival of direct head
-to-head competition with Ryanair. 

Until the arrival of Ryanair, Jet2.com held the record for 
the most destinations served from Funchal. The UK 
leisure carrier this summer offered flights to nine of its 
bases; Birmingham, Bristol, East Midlands, Edinburgh, 
Glasgow, Leeds Bradford, Manchester, Newcastle and 
London STN. Six of these are just served weekly, with 
Birmingham and Stansted served 2-weekly and 
Manchester 3-weekly. In S19 it also operated flights from 
its Belfast BFS base. 

Corendon, SkyUp, SWISS and Wizz Air are new 

Since the start of the pandemic, Funchal has managed to 
attract several new carriers. Wizz Air launched 2-weekly 
service from Luton on 15 December 2020, while TUIfly 
Netherlands began 2-weekly Amsterdam service on 5 
June this year. Ukraine’s SkyUp Airlines started a 2-

weekly Kiev KBP service at the end of July, while SWISS 
began a weekly Geneva link on 4 September this year, 
although it used aircraft from sister airline Edelweiss Air 
to operate the route. 

In terms of destinations, apart from the already 
mentioned new routes to Geneva (SWISS), Kiev KBP 
(SkyUp Airlines), London LTN (Wizz Air) and Nuremberg 
(Corendon), Funchal now also has a daily non-stop 
service from Heathrow with British Airways, as the 
airline moved its service from Gatwick in July 2020.  

Another new destination, also operated by Corendon, is 
to Münster/Osnabrück in Germany, which launched on 7 
November. This winter, Corendon is offering flights to 
Funchal from five German airports, with the other routes 
being Cologne Bonn (competing with Eurowings), 
Düsseldorf (competing with Condor and TUIfly) and 
Hannover (competing with TUIfly). 

Funchal now operating at pre-pandemic levels; Ryanair base in S22 
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During the pandemic, Russia’s airlines and airports have 
seen demand recover more quickly than in many other 
regions of the world. In part, this is due to having a 
massive domestic market. In most countries restrictions 
on domestic travel have been much less onerous than 
those placed on international travel.  

Russia also has a number of beach resorts along the 
Black Sea that have made domestic holidays an even 
more popular option during the pandemic, so much so, 
that in August 2020 Sochi Airport ranked as Europe’s 
13th busiest with almost 1.2 million passengers. 

Aeroflot Group traffic down only 11% in August 

Russia’s flag-carrier, Aeroflot, kindly provides relatively 
detailed monthly passenger figures for itself and its 
fellow Aeroflot Group member airlines, Pobeda and 
Rossiya. In August 2021, the Aeroflot Group carried 5.5 
million passengers, which was up 50% on August 2020, 
and, more impressively, just 11% down on August 2019.  

However, the Group has shifted capacity around and 
while Aeroflot saw demand drop 26% compared with 
2019, Pobeda, the airline’s low-cost subsidiary, saw 
demand increase by 47%. Rossiya demand was down 
13%. In September, Group demand was down 13% 
versus 2019, while October’s figures indicate demand 
still down around 11% compared with two years ago. 

Group has fleet of over 350 aircraft 

Focussing on Aeroflot, October data shows that the 
airline operates around two-thirds of its flights on 
domestic routes, where load factors, at almost 81%, are 
considerably higher than on international routes (68.4%).  

Although still a separate carrier, Rossiya (IATA code FV), 
now operates all its flights on behalf of Aeroflot 
according to Cirium Data and Analytics. In October, 80% 
of its flights were on domestic routes.  

In terms of aircraft, at the end of October, Aeroflot 
Group had 351 aircraft. Of these 193 belonged to 
Aeroflot, 114 to Rossiya and 44 to Pobeda. During the 
last year, Aeroflot has been gradually transferring its 
Sukhoi SSJ100s to Rossiya. 

Volgograd is top route for ASKs 

Looking at the airline’s top routes in November as 
measured by ASKs (Available Seat Kilometres), reveals an 
interesting mix of destinations in the top 20. Despite also 
having a significant presence at St. Petersburg, Aeroflot’s 
top 20 routes by ASK are all from its main base at 
Moscow SVO.  

There are 11 domestic routes and nine international, 
with three of those in the US (Los Angeles, Miami and 
New York JFK – shown in blue). The other six non-Russian 
routes (shown in red) are to airports in Armenia, Cuba, 
Kyrgyzstan, the Maldives, the UAE and Uzbekistan.  

Although high-frequency routes to St. Petersburg (144-
weekly) and Sochi (84-weekly) both make the top 15, it is 
the longer domestic routes, to far flung parts of Russia, 
that generate the most ASKs, with Vladivostok coming 
out on top. The 6,410-kilometre route to the city on 
Russia’s east coast (which is also the terminus of the 
Trans-Siberian Railway), is flown 17-weekly using a mix 
of 777-300ERs and A330-300s, which all have between 
300 and 400 seats. 

Over 20 new routes from Sheremetyevo 

Aeroflot has added several new routes from Moscow 
since the start of the pandemic. According to Cirium 
Data and Analytics schedule information, four new 
domestic routes have been added to Gorno-Altaysk, 

Orsk, Penza and Yaroslavl. More impressively 20 new 
international routes have been launched from 
Sheremetyevo, all during 2021, with Doha now set to 
launch in early 2022: 

• Abu Dhabi (UAE): 13 November, 3-weekly 

• Bodrum (Turkey): 10 August, daily 

• Cancun (Mexico): 18 November, 4-weekly 

• Casablanca (Morocco): 5 June, weekly 

• Corfu (Greece): 2 September, 3-weekly  

• Dalaman (Turkey): 10 August, daily 

• Dubrovnik (Croatia): 1 June, daily 

• Doha (Qatar): starting 14 January 2022, 3-weekly 

• Gyumri (Armenia): 20 September, 4-weekly 

• Hurghada (Egypt): 1 October, daily 

• Kamchy (Kyrgyzstan): 14 July, 4-weekly 

• Mahe (Seychelles): 2 April, 4-weekly 

• Paphos (Cyprus): 11 July, 4-weekly 

• Pula (Croatia): 3 June, daily 

• Punta Cana (Dominican Republic): 1 October, 3-
weekly 

• Sharjah (UAE): 17 April, 2-weekly 

• Sharm El Sheikh (Egypt): 1 October, daily 

• Urgench (Uzbekistan): 3 July, 3 -weekly 

• Varadero (Cuba): 1 June, 3-weekly 

• Varna (Bulgaria): 10 July, 4-weekly 

In addition, Aeroflot is now serving the new Berlin 
airport and has switched Tokyo services from Narita to 
Haneda. Many of these new routes can be classified as 
seasonal, leisure destinations, with two new routes each 
to Croatia, Egypt and Turkey.  

In addition, there has been a strong focus on 
destinations in the Middle East with two new routes to 
the UAE (Abu Dhabi and Sharjah) as well as Doha in 
Qatar, which was set to launch at the beginning of 
December, but now looks as though it will commence in 
mid-January 2022. 

Aeroflot Group traffic at 89% of pre-pandemic level; Aeroflot has 
added 20 new international routes from Sheremetyevo this year 
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Istanbul IST stays top of European passenger rankings in October as 
Heathrow returns to top 10; Tirana traffic up 7%, Helsinki down 66% 
For the fourth straight month, Istanbul’s main airport 
was Europe’s busiest in October, handling almost 4.4 
million passengers. However, that is still 30% down 
compared with the same month in 2019. Its nearest rival 
last month was again another Turkish airport, Antalya. 
That airport again welcomed over 3.8 million passengers, 
a decline of just 7% compared with two years ago.  

Moscow SVO, which had led the way in June, has slipped 
from third place in September to fifth place in October, 
with Amsterdam and Frankfurt both climbing one place. 
Paris CDG and Madrid stay in sixth and seventh place for 
a second straight month. 

The biggest gainer within the top 15 is again London LHR, 
which climbs three more places from 11th in September 
to eighth in October. For the first time since the 
pandemic started it handled over three million 
passengers in a month, though traffic was still down 57% 
compared with 2019.  

Lisbon replaces St. Petersburg in top 15 

Within the top 15 there was just one change, with Lisbon 
replacing St. Petersburg in 15th place. Among the top 15 
airports last month, there were three each located in 
Spain and Turkey, plus two in France, Germany and 
Russia. The remaining three airports were in the 
Netherlands (Amsterdam), Portugal (Lisbon) and the UK 
(London LHR).  

Just outside the top 15 are St. Petersburg in 16th place 
(1.81m), just ahead of Moscow VKO (1.69m), Berlin 
(1.67m), Athens (1.62m) and Zurich (1.61m). 

In September, the 15th busiest airport handled 1.83 
million passengers. For October this has increased 
slightly to 1.86 million. In September there were 34 
airports handling at least one million passengers. In 
October, this has increased to 35. 

Traffic at around 63% of 2019 level in October 

Across all the airports that handled at least one million 
passengers, traffic was down on average 37% in October 
compared with 43% in September. Among the top 15 
airports, Moscow DME was down just 5%, Antalya down 
just 7%, and Istanbul SAW down 12%. At the other 

extreme, London LHR is still down 57%, Munich down 
53%, Paris CDG down 51% and Frankfurt down 47%.  

Among the other airports with more than one million 
passengers in October, London LGW had the biggest 
reduction in passengers at 71%, followed by Rome FCO 
(61%), Milan MXP (58%), Stockholm ARN (53%) and 
Manchester (52%). However, St. Petersburg, although it 
has dropped out of the top 15, reported a 6% increase in 
traffic compared with 2019.  

Among other European capital city airports there are 
some notable extremes. Albania’s Tirana Airport 
welcomed almost 291,000 passengers in October, which 
was 7% more than in October 2019. At the other end of 
the scale is Helsinki. The airport serving the Finnish 

capital welcomed 656,000 passengers in October, which 
is still 66% down on two years ago. 

Russian traffic at over 85% of pre-pandemic 

At a country level, among Europe’s biggest country 
markets, Russia led the way in September with a drop of 
just 15%. In August it had been down 18% and down 
17% in September. Border sharing Ukraine, it is worth 
noting, was also down just 19%. Turkey also saw a drop 
of 19% in passengers in October.  

Among western Europe’s five biggest air travel markets, 
Spain was down 30%, Italy 37%, while French airport 
traffic was down 41%. German airports were down 46% 
overall, while across all UK airports demand was down 
an estimated 56%. 
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Rovaniemi is the administrative capital and commercial 
centre of Finland's northernmost province, Lapland. The 
airport serving the city is located 10 kilometres to the 
north and has a 3,000-metre runway which straddles the 
Arctic Circle.  

Despite a modest population of less than 70,000 
inhabitants, ranking it just 17th among Finnish cities, In 
2019, the airport handled a record 661,000 passengers, 
making it Finland’s third busiest airport after Helsinki 
(21.86 million) and Oulu (1.06 million). After dropping to 
just over 300,000 passengers in 2009 and 2010, 
passenger numbers have more than doubled in the last 
decade, with domestic growth (+120% between 2019 
and 2019) outstripping international growth (+90%). 

December is busiest month 

As the gateway to Lapland (and Santa Claus) the airport 
has an unusual seasonality profile with December being 
almost twice as busy as any other month (141,000 
passengers in 2019), followed by January, February and 
March. July is the airport’s quietest month with just 
31,000 passengers in 2019. This makes it virtually the 
complete opposite of most European airports. Santa 
Claus, it seems, has a lot to answer for. 

In 2019, 70% of scheduled capacity at the airport was 
operated by Finnair on a single route to Helsinki, with 
Norwegian accounting for a further 20% of capacity on 
the same route.  

The next most popular route was London LGW, with 
easyJet, Norwegian and TUI Airways all offering seasonal 
flights. Birmingham, Glasgow and Manchester all had 
winter connections. Outside of Finland and the UK, the 
leading route was Istanbul. Turkish Airlines offered 12 
flights in December 2019. 

Air France, easyJet and Eurowings new this winter 

This winter has seen Eurowings launch seasonal service 
to Rovaniemi from Düsseldorf (on 5 December), while 
Air France has introduced service from Paris CDG (on 4 
December).  

Just before Christmas, on 19 December, easyJet added 
service from Milan MXP. According to the airline’s on-
line booking tool, this route is set to operate 2-weekly 
until 9 January, making just seven flights in all.  

easyJet already serves Rovaniemi from London LGW, a 
route it started on 31 October 2018. Manchester flights 
operated briefly at the end of 2019. 

Rovaniemi dominated by Helsinki and Santa Claus flights  

City of Derry Airport welcomes return of Ryanair, joining Loganair 
Located in the northwest corner of Northern Ireland, City 
of Derry serves the city of Derry/Londonderry. Traffic at 
the airport peaked in 2008 at almost 450,000 
passengers, with Ryanair operating flights to seven UK 
destinations; Birmingham, Bristol, East Midlands, 
Glasgow PIK, Liverpool, London LTN and London STN. 
British Airways served Glasgow and Dublin thanks to its 
then partnership with Loganair, while Flybe operated to 
Glasgow and Aer Arann served Dublin.  

Since then, passenger numbers have more than halved 
to just over 200,000 in 2019. During that year, Ryanair 
was only serving Edinburgh and Liverpool, while Loganair 
was operating to Glasgow, Manchester (launched in May 
2019), London SEN (launched in October 2019) and 
London STN (launched in February 2019). Another carrier 
serving Stansted, at least in the first two months of 2019, 
was bmi regional, before the carrier ceased flying at the 
end of February. 

Although Ryanair resumed their Edinburgh and Liverpool 
services last summer, both routes were suspended at the 
end of 2020. Loganair’s Manchester route basically 
ended in December 2019 after just eight months. 
However, the Scottish carrier then began 4-weekly 

service to Liverpool on 24 May 2021.  

Ryanair returns – on Manchester route 

On 1 December, Ryanair returned to Derry with a 3-
weekly service from Manchester, operating on 
Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays. The remaining routes 
are all operated by Loganair; 13-weekly to Stansted, 
daily to Liverpool and 4-weekly to Glasgow.  

Welcoming the return of Manchester flights, Steve 

Frazer, MD of Derry Airport said: “A Manchester flight 
has been in demand for some time and we are proud to 
now provide this vital connectivity for corporate 
passengers and students who commute regularly and 
reuniting family and friends. Not to mention the offering 
of convenient leisure breaks to this action-packed 
destination; from football, shopping, nightlife, culture, 
history to family fun – Manchester has something to 
offer for everyone.”  
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Ryanair recently announced that it would re-open its 
base at Nuremberg in Bavaria, southern Germany next 
summer with two aircraft to be stationed there. The 
carrier had first opened a single aircraft base at the 
German airport in W16, but this was closed in 2019. A 
total of 13 new routes will be launched next summer 
while a further 14 destinations will be served that were 
previously operated.  

In the second half of 2021, Ryanair has served eight 
destinations from Nuremberg; Alicante (summer only), 
Bologna, Budapest, Corfu (summer only), London STN, 
Palermo, Palma de Mallorca and Thessaloniki. 

airberlin was leading carrier for many years 

For many years, airberlin was the dominant carrier at 
Nuremberg, accounting for almost 60% of passengers in 
2008, 2009 and 2010. However, the airline’s market 
share started to fall thereafter, and the airline ran into 
major financial difficulties before ceasing all operations 
in October 2017. By then, Nuremberg had been 
successful in doubling its non-airberlin passengers from 
1.7 million in 2012 to 3.6m in 2017. 

Last year, the airport’s busiest post-pandemic month 
was August when just over 90,000 passengers used the 
airport. This summer the August peak welcomed almost 
215,000 passengers, but this was still down 55% 
compared with 2019. The latest figures for October show 
traffic still down 53% versus 2019, but up 264% 
compared with 2020. 

Corendon was leading airline this summer 

This summer has seen Corendon offer the most seats 
from Nuremberg. The Turkish-based carrier even painted 
one of its 737-800s in the colours of local football team, 
1. FC Nürnberg, who currently lie fifth in Germany’s 
second division, just five points off second place. Some 
way behind Corendon were Ryanair, SunExpress and 
Eurowings with Turkish Airlines, the airport’s leading flag
-carrier, in fifth place. Other flag-carrier present (shown 
in red) are Air France, KLM, Lufthansa and SWISS 

Ryanair’s 13 new routes and six resumed routes 

The full list of Ryanair’s new routes (as well as their 
launch dates and planned weekly frequencies) are as 
follows: 

• Banja Luka: 2-weekly from 31 March 

• Cagliari: 2-weekly from 1 April 

• Chania: 2-weekly from 4 June 

• Dublin: 4-weekly from 30 March 

• Faro: 3-weekly from 30 March 

• Funchal: 2-weekly from 29 March 

• Girona: 3-weekly from 28 March 

• Ibiza: 2-weekly from 4 June 

• Lviv: 2-weekly from 30 March 

• Sofia: 2-weekly from 1 April 

• Tallinn: 2-weekly from 1 April 

• Valencia: 2-weekly from 31 March 

• Venice VCE: 2-weekly from 29 March 

In addition, several routes are being resumed that were 
served prior to the start of the pandemic, but did not 
operate this summer. These are: 

• Bari: 2-weekly from 29 March 

• Krakow: 3-weekly from 29 March 

• Malaga: 2-weekly from 29 March 

• Naples: 2-weekly from 29 March 

• Porto: 2-weekly from 30 March 

• Zadar: 2-weekly from 29 March 

As a result, Ryanair will be offering flights to 27 
destinations from Nuremberg next summer, likely 
making it by far the airport’s biggest airline. 

Nuremberg welcomes return of Ryanair base; Corendon #1 in Q3 ‘21 

http://www.connect-aviation.com/
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As the Omicron variant threatens to create additional 
uncertainty around the demand for air travel this winter, 
we take a closer look at Europe’s three biggest low-cost 
carriers; Ryanair, easyJet and Wizz Air. In particular, we 
examine their leading country markets in December 
2021 and how this compares with the pre-pandemic 
month of December 2019. First of all, let’s take a look at 
which are Europe’s biggest (U)LCCs based on planned 
flights from European airports in December. 

The top three are indeed Ryanair, easyJet and Wizz Air, 
with Vueling ranked fourth and Pegasus Airlines fifth. 
What is impressive is that Ryanair is offering as many 
flights as the next three biggest (U)LCCs combined. Yes, 
you would have to merge easyJet, Wizz Air and Vueling 
(all airlines operating Airbus aircraft) to match the size of 
Ryanair this winter. 

Ryanair: Italy, Spain and UK are biggest markets 

Ryanair is currently looking at operating 5% more flights 
this December than it did in 2019, though this may still 
change. Italy is Ryanair’s leading country market with 
almost 15,000 flights planned in December. It is almost 
50% bigger than the Spanish market and over 60% bigger 
than the third-ranked UK market. All other country 
markets, including the airline’s home market of Ireland, 
are a long way behind these top three.  

Among the airline’s top 15 country markets, nine have 
grown compared with December 2019, with the leading 
Italian market seeing the biggest increase in the actual 
number of flights (up almost 3,000), ahead of Austria (up 
just over 1,000) and Spain (up 400). The biggest 
reduction (hopefully temporarily) is to Morocco, as a 
result of the country basically banning all international 
flights in December. 

easyJet: UK, France and Italy are top three markets 

The depressed (emotionally and mathematically) UK 
market remains easyJet’s biggest with almost 10,000 
flights planned for December. That makes it over 70% 
larger than the second-ranked French market. With 
planned flights down 33% in December, it’s little wonder 
that there are few country markets that have seen 
growth. Among the eight biggest markets (those with at 
least 1,000 flights in December), Portugal has done best 
as the number of flights has not changed compared with 
December 2019. 

However, the UK market is down by almost 5,000 flights 
(or 34%), while Germany is down over 3,100 flights (or 
67%). Among smaller markets, Egypt is up 113% (from 94 
flights to 200) and Serbia up 32% (from 113 to 149 
flights). Compared with December 2019, easyJet has 
added North Macedonia as a new country market, but 
lost Estonia and Norway, at least for now. Not 
surprisingly, easyJet has also taken a hit in the Moroccan 
market with a loss of over 400 flights. It may be a while 
before that market recovers. 

Wizz Air: Italy #1 ahead of UK, Romania and Poland  

Wizz Air’s planned December flights are currently around 
2% higher than in 2019. While the number of flights are 
down in five of the top six country markets, the now 
leading Italian market has grown by almost 160% since 
December 2019. Back then, Italy ranked only sixth 

among Wizz Air’s leading country markets. Now it is 50% 
bigger than the second ranked UK market. 

Poland, which ranked first two years ago has slipped to 
fourth, while Romania remains in third place. Apart from 
Italy (almost 1,900 additional flights), other country 
markets to see significant growth in flights are Albania 
(up 445), Bosnia & Herzegovina (up 172), UAE (up 133 
thanks to the airline’s Abu Dhabi based subsidiary) and 

Spain (up 109). Country markets now served, that were 
not served by Wizz Air two years ago, are Armenia, 
Bahrain, Egypt, Gibraltar, Jordan and Oman. 

Adding the number of flights together provided by these 
airlines in each country, confirms that the five biggest 
country markets for them are Italy (21,610 flights), the 
UK (20,724), Spain (13,230), France (8,469) and Germany 
(5,752). Poland ranks sixth on 5,253 flights.   

Ryanair, easyJet and Wizz Air are still Europe’s top three (U)LCCs; 
leading country markets for each carrier in December 2021 revealed  
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Air Belgium adds new destinations from Brussels BRU; fleet of four 
long-haul aircraft also being used to fly on behalf of other airlines 
Air Belgium (IATA code KF) launched its first scheduled 
service on 7 December 2019. Back then it operated from 
Brussels CRL to Pointe-à-Pitre (Guadeloupe) and Fort-de-
France (Martinique) using an A340-300. Since then, it has 
expanded its passenger aircraft fleet to two A340-300s 
(registration OO-ABA and OO-ABB) and two A330-900s 
(OO-ABF and OO-ABG).  

While the Charleroi services continue to operate, the 
airline has added flights from Brussels BRU this winter. 
The first route, a 2-weekly service to Mauritius, was 
added on 15 October. Two months later, on 15 
December, the airline introduced 2-weekly service to 
Punta Cana and Curaçao. These new routes were 
celebrated with an impressive cake.  

According to Cirium Data and Analytics schedule 
information for January 2022, Air Belgium will only be 
operating flights on four days of the week; Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays. It will not be 
departing from any airports on Mondays, Thursdays and 
Sundays. 

Operating flights for other carriers  

Clearly the current route network is not big enough to 
justify a fleet of four long-haul aircraft. Analysis of 
information from flightradar24.com reveals what the 
airline’s fleet has been up to during the week 10-16 
December, apart from operating its own Air Belgium 
flights: 

• A340-300 (OO-ABA): Operated flights for Corsair 
between Paris ORY and Abidjan, and for Surinam 
Airways between Amsterdam and Paramaribo. 

• A340-300 (OO-ABB): Operated flights for Surinam 
Airways between Amsterdam and Paramaribo. 

• A330-900 (OO-ABF): Aircraft delivered to Air Belgium 
on 14 December. Will start flying early in 2022. 

• A330-900 (OO-ABG): Operated flights for Corsair 
between Paris ORY and Abidjan. 

In previous weeks, Air Belgium aircraft have also 
operated on behalf of Qatar Airways between Brussels 
BRU and Doha.  
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Having recently concluded a Common Aviation Area 
Agreement with Ukraine, the EU finalised a similar 
agreement with Armenia on 15 November. Other such 
agreements have been signed in recent years with 
Georgia, Israel, Jordan, Moldova and Morocco. 
According to an EU statement: 

The benefits include new air transport opportunities, 
more direct connections and economic benefits to both 
sides: 

• All EU airlines will be able to operate direct flights 
from anywhere in the EU to any airport in Armenia, 
and vice versa for Armenian airlines. 

• All limitations and restrictions on flights between 
Armenia and the EU will be removed and the 
provisions on open and fair competition will guarantee 
a level playing field. 

Unlike Ukraine, which has a population of over 40 million 
people and almost a dozen airports with scheduled 
commercial flights in 2021, Armenia (officially the 
Republic of Armenia) has a population of around three 
million people and just two airports with scheduled 
flights; Zvartnots International Airport (IATA code EVN) 
serving the capital Yerevan and Gyumri Airport (IATA 
code LWN). Unlike Ukraine, it has also never won the 
Eurovision Song Contest. 

Over three million passengers in 2019 

Pre-pandemic, Yerevan’s airport handled just over three 
million passengers, an increase of 13% on the 2018 
figure. In July and August, the airport welcomed over 
350,000 passengers. According to analysis of Cirium Data 
and Analytics schedule information, the leading airlines 
at Yerevan in 2019 were Aeroflot, S7 Airlines, Nordwind 
Airlines, Ural Airlines and Ukraine International Airlines. 
Then came Aircompany Armenia, a private local carrier 
that was formed in 2015 after the collapse of Armavia in 
2013.  

Traffic to Russia dominates 

Analysis of the leading country markets from Armenia in 
2019 shows that flight to Russia dominate, accounting 
for over 60% of the market by seat capacity. The leading 
EU country markets were Poland and Austria, with 
France, Greece and Romania all making the top 10. 
However, EU countries only accounted for 10% of all 
Armenian traffic in 2019. 

(U)LCCs taking tentative steps into the market 

Unlike in Ukraine, where Ryanair and Wizz Air had 
already made significant inroads into the local market, 
Europe’s leading LCCs have so far had little presence in 
Armenia, though that could be set to change. While 
Eurowings started serving Yerevan from Cologne Bonn 
with a weekly service in August, neither easyJet nor 
Ryanair have yet shown any interest in the market. 
However, Transavia plans to introduce 2-weekly service 
from Paris ORY on 30 March 2022. 

Wizz Air has already launched its first service to Yerevan 
from Europe, when it began 2-weekly service from 
Vienna on 7 July. This route is operating over Christmas 
and New Year before resuming 2-weekly from the end of 
March. Wizz Air is also planning to launch three further 
European routes to Yerevan starting with Vilnius (on 19 
December for Christmas and New Year flights) and then 
Larnaca (2-weekly from 27 March 2022) and Rome FCO 
(2-weekly from 26 September 2022). 

Links to Frankfurt, Paris and Vienna hubs 

This December, five EU flag-carriers are serving Yerevan 
according to Cirium Data and Analytics. Other EU routes 
are provided by Condor and local carrier Aircompany 
Armenia. 

• Aegean Airlines: 2-weekly to Athens with A320 

• Air France: 2-weekly to Paris CDG with A320 

• Aircompany Armenia: 2-weekly to Lyon with B737 

• Austrian Airlines: 4-weekly to Vienna with A319/A320 

• Brussels Airlines: weekly to Brussels with A320 

• Condor: weekly to Frankfurt with A320 

• Lufthansa: 3-weekly to Frankfurt with A319s 
(launched on 12 August 2021) 

Looking ahead to next summer, LOT Polish Airlines plans 
to resume service from Warsaw, while airBaltic will 
launch a new, 2-weekly service from Riga in Latvia using 
its A220-300s. A new carrier, FlyOne Armenia (IATA code 
3F), a subsidiary of Moldovan carrier FlyOne, is planning 

to launch flights from Yerevan. However, among its eight 
planned routes, only one is in the EU, Lyon. The others 
are Chisinau, Istanbul, Krasnodar, Moscow VKO, Tbilisi, 
Tehran IKA and Tel Aviv. Other EU destinations are being 
offered from Yerevan via the airline’s hub in Chisinau. 

Armenia is latest country to sign Common Aviation Area agreement 
with EU; Russia is dominant country market for airline flights 
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The latest daily figures provided by the US TSA show that 
average weekly passenger numbers passing through US 
airports have stabilised at just under 85% of the level 
they were back in 2019. Compared with this time last 
year, passenger numbers are virtually doubled at around 
two million per day.  

Airlines launch 196 new routes in last five weeks 

During the last five weeks (13 November to 17 
December) The ANKER Report has identified 196 new 
routes launched by airlines across North America. Of 
these 117 were US domestic routes, with a further 64 
being international routes involving US airports. The 
remaining 15 routes comprised international routes from 
Mexico and Canada. 

New international routes from the US have included 
services to the Azores, Barbados, Belize, Colombia, Costa 
Rica, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Germany, 
Guatemala, Honduras, Nigeria, Panama, Sweden and the 
UK. 

29 airlines launch new services 

The 196 new routes were flown by a total of 29 airlines, 
of which 13 were US carriers. Allegiant added 38 new 
routes followed by Spirit with 33, Southwest with 16, 
Flair Airlines with 15 and Frontier with 14. Among the 
foreign carriers launching new routes to North America 
were Aer Lingus, Aeroflot, Aeromexico, Air Canada, Air 
Transat, Avianca, British Airways, COPA Airlines, 
Eurowings Discover, Finnair and Swoop. 

In terms of competition, 104 of the new routes do not, at 
present, face direct competition. That means that 92 of 
the routes airlines have chosen to launch will face direct 
competition from at least one other carrier. On 36 of 
these routes competition comes from just one 
competitor, while a further 38 routes are already served 
by two other carriers. A total of 13 routes have three 
competitors, while five routes were already served by 
four other carriers, and now have five: Miami-Boston, 
Miami-Denver, Milwaukee-Fort Myers, New York LGA-
Tampa, and Toronto YYZ-Punta Cana,  

148 airports welcomed a new service  

A total of 148 airports welcomed at least one of the 196 
new routes launched in the last five weeks. Leading the 
way by some distance with 28 new services was Miami, 
driven by 19 new routes from Spirit. Austin was second 
with 15 new services, of which nine came from Allegiant. 
Then came Tampa with 12 new routes, followed by a 
three-way tie involving Cancun, Fort Myers and Phoenix 
AZA, all with 11 new routes. 

Allegiant, Frontier and Spirit all growing in December 

As in previous months, analysis of schedule data for 
December shows that American still has a healthy lead 
over its nearest rivals, Delta and Southwest, in terms of 
seats offered from US airports. Among the three US 
global carriers, American has the highest percentage 
recovery with capacity now at 94% of its December 2019 
figure, while United is at just under 88% and Delta at just 
under 85%. Leading the way for seat recovery among US 
carriers are the country’s three ULCCs; Allegiant and 
Frontier seats are both up 12%, while Spirit seats are up 
8%. Across all carrier in the US market, seat recovery is 
currently at 88% in December. 

Miami seats up 19% in December versus 2019 

Among the top 20 US airports (those offering the most 
seats in December 2021), only one is offering more seats 
than they did in December 2019. That is Miami, where 
capacity is up 19.2%. They are Miami (+18.2%), and 
Phoenix (+3.6%). At the other end of the ranking comes 
San Francisco, where capacity is still at only 65% of 
December 2019. All of the other top 20 airports have 
now recovered at least 75% of their 2019 seat capacity. 

Looking at a US state level, reveals that eight states are 
showing capacity growth versus 2019 in December 
though for six of them that growth is less than 2%. 
Leading the way with growth of 11.5% is Wyoming. This 
is primarily down to 24% growth in seats at the state’s 
busiest airport at Jackson Hole (IATA code JAC), which 
accounts for around two-thirds of the state’s airport seat 
capacity. Mississippi’s capacity growth of just over 9% is 
thanks to 37% growth at that state’s busiest airport of 
Jackson (IATA code JAN), driven by Southwest’s arrival. 

North America welcomes 196 new routes in last five weeks involving 
148 airports as US demand stable at 80-85% of pre-pandemic level 
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Analysis of the latest available passenger numbers on 
airlines operating to, from and within Mexico during 
October 2021 show that demand on domestic flights was 
just 10% below the level of 2019. This is the best 
performance yet during 2021. Since May, domestic 
traffic has been between 80% and 90% of the figure from 
two years ago. 

Volaris continues to be the leading carrier in the 
domestic market, with a 41.4% share of demand in 
October, well ahead of Vivaaerobus on 28.6%. 

Aeromexico and Aeromexico Connect combined have 
27.3%, with the remaining four smaller regional carriers 
sharing the remaining 3% of the market. 

International traffic down just 3% versus 2019 

Initially recovering more slowly, international traffic has 
performed well since May with traffic above 80% of the 
equivalent month in 2019. In October, demand on 
international routes (3.286 million passengers) was just 
3% lower than the figure reported in 2019. Among 

Mexican carriers, Aeromexico and Aeromexico Connect 
combined handled 410,000 passengers, ahead of Volaris 
(382k) and Vivaaerobus (352k). Mexican carriers 
accounted for just under 30% of the market.  

The leading foreign carrier was American (441k) ahead of 
United (402k), Delta (269k) and Southwest (161k). 
Among other non-Mexican carriers, COPA Airlines 
welcomed 126k passengers on its Mexican routes, 
WestJet just under 36k, Iberia 33k, Avianca 32k, Air 
France 29k, Lufthansa 26k and Air Canada 22k. 

Mexico traffic down less than 10% in October versus 2019 

US-India market seat for record 2021; American resumes service 
American Airlines has returned to India after a break of 
nine years. On Friday 12 November the airline began 
daily service on the 11,780-kilometre route between 
New York JFK and Delhi using its Boeing 777-300ERs. The 
inaugural flight (AA 292) departed JFK at 19:27 and 
arrived at Delhi Indira Gandhi International Airport at 
20:20 the following day after a flight of 14 hours and 23 
minutes. The return flight departed the Indian airport on 
Monday 15 November at 01:25 and arrived back in the 
US at 07:10 the same day, 16 hours and 15 minutes after 
having taken off. Competition on the route comes from 
Air India’s 3-weekly service. American recently entered 
into a codeshare agreement with leading local carrier 
IndiGo covering 29 domestic routes in India. For fans of 
trivia, this now becomes American’s longest route this 
winter, passing the 11,011-kilometre sector between 
Dallas/Fort Worth and Seoul in South Korea.  

2021 set to be record year for US-India market 

It may seem hard to believe, but at the turn of the 
century there were no non-stop services between the US 
and India. That remained the case for a number of years 
until American and Continental (remember them?) both 
began service to Delhi in November 2005, American 
from Chicago and Continental from Newark. Both airlines 
used their 777s on the route.  

Delta joined the party in 2006 when it began flights to 
Mumbai from JFK at the start of the W06/07 season, 
again using 777s. Air India launched the same route in 
August 2007 with its own 777s. 

By 2008 there were over 2,000 annual non-stop flights 
between the two countries. For the next eight years 
annual flights stayed around this level, though with a dip 
in 2012 when American left the market. That same year 
United merged with Continental and took over its 
routes. Between 2015 and 2018 the number of flights 
grew by one-third, driven by Air India’s expansion in the 
market. The Indian flag-carrier had launched service 
between Delhi and San Francisco in late 2014 and also 
began flights from the Indian capital to Washington in 
July 2017. 

Despite the pandemic, the number of flights in 2020 
remained relatively high, presumably being operated 
mostly for cargo purposes. United had launched service 
between San Francisco and Delhi in December 2019 and 
followed this up with Chicago to Delhi in December 
2020. As a result, 2021 is set to be the busiest year ever 
in terms of flights between the two countries. 

Delta’s presence in the market has been considerably 
smaller than its fellow US carriers. It operated between 
New York JFK and Mumbai between November 2006 and 
October 2008, and then again, briefly, between 
December 2019 and March 2020. It also offered non-
stop service between Atlanta and Mumbai from 
November 2008 to October 2009. There are no 
indications that it plans to return to India any time soon. 

12 services being offered this December 

With the return of American, there are now 12 services 
between the US and India in December; seven flown by 

Air India, four by United and one by American. The 12 
services are across seven airport-pairs with competition 
now on five routes; Delhi to Chicago ORD, New York 
EWR, New York JFK and San Francisco, as well as 
Mumbai to Newark.  

One route not listed in this graph is Air India between 
Hyderabad and Chicago. This weekly service launched in 
January 2021 but was suspended during the summer. 
Cirium Data and Analytics schedules shows the route 
resuming next April, again on a weekly basis.  

Having finally returned to India, American plans to 
launch a second route, this time between Seattle-
Tacoma and Bengaluru. Origi nally slated for an early 
January 2022 launch, the first flight has now been 
pushed back to 26 March 2022. Flights are set to operate 
daily using the airline’s 787-9s. 
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Sunday 14 November was a milestone day for Syracuse 
Hancock International Airport (IATA code SYR) as it 
welcomed its first ever service with Southwest. The 
legendary low-cost carrier chose that day to launch 3-
daily service on the 440-kilometre route from its hub at 
Baltimore/Washington. No other airline connects these 
two airports, although American offers 3-daily service to 
Washington DCA and United is flying between 3- and 4-
daily to Washington IAD. 

Syracuse lies in upstate New York and around 320 
kilometres northwest of New York City. The airport 
serving it is around eight kilometres north of the 
downtown area. The city is not far from Lake Ontario 
and lies roughly mid-way between Buffalo (to the west) 
and Albany (to the east). The airport is named after 
Clarence E Hancock, a US politician, who was born in 
Syracuse and was a member of the House of 
Representatives from 1927 to 1947. 

After traffic peaked at almost 2.4 million passengers in 
2005, demand dipped after the economic recession of 
2008/09. For almost a decade the airport handled 
around two million passengers. In both 2018 and 2019 
traffic grew by over 10% thanks to Allegiant and United 

expanding their networks at the airport and the arrival 
of Frontier in the second half of 2018 with flights from 
Chicago ORD, Denver, Orlando MCO and Raleigh-
Durham, plus Fort Myers and Tampa starting in W18/19.  

Despite this growth in demand, the number of flights 
remained almost unchanged as airlines operated larger 
aircraft. However, during that period the airline lost its 
only foreign carrier when Air Canada ceased its 3- to 4-
daily operation on the 295-kilometre link from Toronto 
YYZ. This route was flown by 18-seat Beechcraft 1900Ds 
operated on the airline’s behalf by Air Georgian. These 
flights were suspended at the end of October 2018. 

American is #1 airline in Syracuse 

Analysis of Cirium data shows that in December 
American will be the leading airline at the airport with 
around 31% of flights and 27% of seats. Delta is second 
with 24% of flights and 23% of seats followed by United 
with 22% of flights but just 15% of seats. Southwest will 
account for 10% of seats in December, ahead of Frontier 
(9%), Allegiant (8%) and JetBlue (7%). 

Other new routes in 2021 

Apart from Southwest’s new service to Baltimore/

Washington, the airport has welcomed four other new 
routes since the start of the pandemic.On 17 August 
American began a daily service from its Dallas/Fort 
Worth hub in Texas, while Frontier began 2-weekly 
service to Miami on 1 November. American responded 
by launching a weekly service to Miami from 6 
November but using smaller E175s operated on its 
behalf by Republic Airlines. Finally, Southwest has, since 
20 November,  been operating a number of weekend 
flights to Orlando during holiday periods. 

24 destinations served non-stop in December 

This month, Syracuse is offering non-stop service to 24 
destinations. The routes with the highest number of 
weekly flights are Chicago ORD (47), New York LGA (30) 
and Washington IAD (25). However, combining the 
figures across all three New York area airports and the 
total increases to 62, while Washington increases to 44 
once the figures for National and Dulles are combined. 

Of the nine routes outside the top 15, eight are to 
destinations in Florida; Fort Lauderdale, Fort Myers, 
Miami, Orlando SFB, Punta Gorda, Sarasota/Bradenton, 
St. Pete-Clearwater and Tampa. The ninth route is a 2-
weekly service to Nashville. 

Corendon Airlines ... Syracuse in New York welcomes first ever Southwest service 

http://www.airserviceone.com/

